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I find myself in a strange �me but more
alarmingly in a strange land. I feel our
rights as Australian Ci�zens have been
forcibly snatched & my ques�on is will
we get them back?
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FOI from the government
treasurer tells us that our
government is a corpora�on
and is not of the people...
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Now lets take a look where the
Commonwealth of Australia
(your government) is
registered...
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Further parlimentary proof that
Australia does not belong to
the people as we are led to
believe...
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The plan... It is called The Great
Reset. Here is the diabolical
plan behind the world
pandemic lockdown...
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The defini�on of a world pandemic is
3-4% death rate which means in Australia
we would have seen around 910,000
deaths so far. This would have been
alarming, but so far we have had around
5026 (TGA) as of Februrary 2022.
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